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Abstract

News and media companies require dynamic and collaborative systems to deliver up-to-date rich media contents, using innovative means to keep a tap on competition and cost. However due to limited hardware, their systems face challenges in performing optimally for rapidly modulating workloads and data volumes. These can be effectively tackled using cloud computing as it provides performance, scalability and reliability. This paper presents an iterative approach for putting Rich media content management systems on cloud. It also highlights multi-dimensional benefits thus achieved including business agility through system extensibility to quickly offer new services and adopt latest technologies. Oracle being one of the technology providers in cloud, example to implement the proposed architecture using Oracle stack is shown here.
Introduction

News and media companies require a dynamic web presence for better customer attraction and longer engagement. The rich media content management systems provide solution for all of these requirements. For building one of their key assets, quality contents, they offer collaborative platforms for citizen journalism and large/distributed editorial teams through Web 2.0. To make customer revisit their site, personalization and contextualization is provided on their web portal. These systems also integrate with related websites, build channels, and enable B2B interaction to expand business. For business progress analysis and future growth strategies extensive reporting and analytics are generated using their Enterprise Content Management systems.

However, these rich media systems face challenges in meeting these requirements optimally and continuously due to ever changing/growing content, huge size of rich media content, varying user load, etc. Some key culprits for such performance, availability and reliability issues are – time and cost to quickly scale the infrastructure with increasing load; and the maintenance cost of increasing IT systems.

Now the cloud computing with its elasticity provides a cost effective solution for effectively handling these issues. So rich media content systems when run on cloud can result in better IT returns by increasing operational efficiency, resources utilizations, availability and performance with scalable infrastructure.

As these systems in various organizations have evolved over time and would closely drive the way these organizations work, moving the huge systems in one time may hinder some functionalities and also hit lot of road blocks. Therefore here we present an iterative approach to adopt the cloud computing for Rich Media organizations. We also show that using this kind of cloud environment how quickly system can be amended to offer new services and adopt upcoming technologies using a sample service and an emerging technology.

Iterative approach to move Rich Media Content Management Systems on Cloud

With so much of news being published every day, millions of documents would get created in a short duration. And archiving such volume over years will definitely pose lot of cost and maintenance issues. This drives to the point that content is the most important as well as the most bulky part of the Rich Media Systems. Managing the content most carefully and efficiently would hold the key for the success of these systems. The cloud adoption solution’s Iterations 1 and 2, focus on these two aspects respectively.

Iteration 1: Rich Media Content using Cloud Storage

As the cloud can provide virtually unlimited storage capacity, moving the huge volume of data in the Content Management Systems will provide the required storage capacity and capability to quickly increasing the capacity as and when required. Figure 1 below shows, the architecture for putting the Rich media content in cloud for infinite capacity requirement.
This solution suggests to move the content files from local physical storage systems to cloud’s storage. The overall Rich Media systems architecture remains same as the existing, except for the file storage now being in the cloud. The content/files are stored on to cloud storage systems like S3 from Amazon and metadata is stored in local database. The identifiers stored in the metadata store are used to write, read and delete the content in cloud storage systems. CMS can use the available API(s) for accessing the content in cloud storage, using the metadata from the local databases. The Cloud storage systems like S3 store the uploaded content as chunks across multiple storage nodes ensuring that even if multiple nodes fail, the content can still be recovered thus offering high reliability.

In cases where the Content management system uses Lucene algorithm for faster content search, then Lucene or similar indexes can be stored on local memory or disk depending on requirement and their size, along with a permanent backup on the cloud storage.

For the security purposes, the access control mechanisms provided by the cloud storage provider can be used while adding/accessing the files from the cloud. The privacy of the content can be assured, by using the encryption/decryption techniques while uploading and downloading the content from cloud storage.

Apart from the storage scalability, reliability and availability, this solution also provides cost benefit, as cloud offers storage at much lower costs, for example S3 costs only 0.10 USD per GB per month.

A good example of a Media site using cloud storage is New York Times’ – “TimesMachine”. “TimesMachine” is the newspaper’s archives site by NYT, which includes full-page image scans of papers back from 1800s. The huge volume content of this is partly hosted on Amazon cloud [1] using the Amazon’s storage systems.

**Iteration 2: Faster on-demand Processing of Huge storage volume**

In second iteration, analytics and content processing can be moved onto cloud to utilize on-demand compute and parallel processing capabilities.

Amazon offers EC2 on-demand computing that can be used to process the content stored in S3. To utilize this elastic infrastructure, Rich media applications’ compute intensive tasks like analytics which require to continuously scale-up for processing ever growing data can be moved to the cloud.

Another high performance solution offered by cloud is MapReduce framework, which distributes the processing across multiple nodes and then consolidates the results from each node to produce the final result. Thus it reduces the overall processing time for the job. Such a feature can be used for faster search, reporting and analysis of the content on cloud.
The solution below shows how distributed file system and map-reduce framework can be incorporated into the cloud storage solution.
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**Figure [2]:** RMCMS Logical architecture with CMS and analytical processing on cloud in iteration 2

**Iteration 3: Rich Media Content System on Cloud**

Once storage and processing concerns for the continuously growing content is tackled, focus should shift to the highly variable aspect of system i.e. workload. Though the idle case for a media company would be to have regular customers, but with kind of options available and varied interests of people in different kinds of events/news, it doesn’t happen so. The load on system keeps varying, depending on the inflow of interesting news on the website etc. Say, if one fine hour the Bulls start ruling the stock market, lot of prospective buyers would log in the website to see news updates on the Stock market. Or if there are any crises being reported in some part of the world, people across the globe would be hitting the site in large number to know more about it. Such spikes occur rarely, and if the organization is not ready to handle those, it will lose the business and subsequent prospective customers. For supporting such large load organization would need to have many fold infrastructures, which would not be utilized at other times, thus impact their return of investment on IT.

Solution for handling such varying traffic would be to have the flexibility of adding/removing the hardware as and when required. Also minimizing the maintenance cost and maximizing the returns from IT. Cloud computing can provide such elasticity, as customers can vary the computing power dynamically depending on their requirement.

Another bottleneck for the faster delivery of huge size media content worldwide is the network. Even if backend is processing all the requests coming to it quickly, the response gets delayed as it has to travel large distances over limited bandwidth. The content delivery network services offered by cloud vendors provide the solution for this problem. The network of servers maintained by cloud vendors at key locations around the globe help distributing content to multiple locations, ensuring faster access. One instance of a media industry getting benefited by use of CDN in cloud is of MSNBC.com. They were able to deliver live video to over 100,000 unique simultaneous users in real time using The Limelight Networks platform.

So Iteration 3 proposes the solution with web portal, the ECM and the web 2.0 running in cloud computing environment for higher scalability. The solution shown below in figure 3 has the whole rich media system running on cloud, using the CDN providing high performance.
As the content in the Media systems is document based, and the web 2.0 data is document based, the database can be moved to document oriented Key value stores [4]. These stores will further provide the automated partitioning, replication of data for better availability, scalability and reliability.

When the whole system is in cloud [5], all the components like web portal, content management system and storage are in the same environment, thus improves the performance over the iteration 1 and 2 solution.

The cloud infrastructure consists of distributed hardware, and the distributed computing system provides the fail-over mechanism for uninterrupted services. So moving the Media content management solution to Cloud computing infrastructure improves the availability and reliability of the system.

A good example of rich media website scaling almost instantly using cloud is Animoto. Animoto was a new web 2.0 based website for video creation, upload and presentation, which saw exponential growth in its customer base. To support such high load, it needed to scale up to an astounding 5,000 servers from 40 virtual servers in just four days. And it was able to do so efficiently using cloud saving time and money both. Now the cloud’s elasticity allows Animoto to scale dynamically keeping cost low when traffic is low, while still allowing the system to scale up to meet demand when traffic is high.

**Iteration 4: Adding New Rich Media Service Exchange @ Cloud**

With the availability of Rich Media systems on a scalable environment, lot of business expansion opportunities can be explored. This vast environment can provide a basis to create a collaborative ecosystem for progressing in multiple directions like vendor management, developing partnerships, social engagements, user personalization and so on.

As the complete Rich Media application is available on cloud, tacking a Service Exchange platform on it will evolve it efficiently and effectively to share services and information. Being on cloud this would exhibit scalable and reliable characteristics [6] to provide fast delivery services for multiple departments as well as B2B and B2C offerings. Thus help organization save and earn money.

*Having service exchange will help a news industry offer/consume innovative rich media services:*

- Delivering news/rich media on mobile/e-mail to individuals,
- Exchange of news with other news agencies,
- Offer analytics to business/government organizations,
- Live business updates to/from organizations/market,
- Fast rich media streaming to multiple vendor/clients, etc.
While offering such services on cloud, organization can benefit by easily providing flexible commercial options like pay-as-you-go, individual transaction cost, service based pricing models, time based price model and so on. Likewise, consuming service on cloud will help reduce time-to-market for new services through optimal cost provider.

Within the organization, a service exchange will help leveraging existing services and data to quickly implement Enterprise SOA for achieving business agility, IT consolidation and quality of service [7].

**Oracle Implementation Stack**

Oracle has significant offerings for cloud computing. Oracle in partnership with Amazon Web Services (AWS) has made available its products for deployment in public cloud [11] and offers private cloud stack on its grid computing capabilities [18]. So for companies having Oracle technology implementation, a simple and quick way to move their existing systems onto public or private cloud is illustrated here.

Oracle Universal Content Management (UCM) being a complete CMS and web 2.0 ready is a good candidate for the base Content Management system in the implementation. Moreover as explained by David Roe in his blog [12] the readiness of UCM to have its content on Amazon S3 to use virtually infinite storage capacity, increases its applicability in the proposed solution. For web 2.0 component realization, Oracle web center along with Oracle UCM can be used [13]. Next the Oracle WebLogic server image available for Amazon EC2 can be used to implement the rich media portal and application server layer in cloud. While utilizing the distributed cloud environment for faster and scalable request processing, having Oracle coherence [16] with WebLogic server to enable distributed caching will provide the added advantage of quicker data retrieval. Using the Oracle SOA suite on Amazon EC2 [14], a scalable service exchange @ cloud can be implemented. The figure 4 below shows a sample Oracle implementation stack for Rich media systems on Amazon cloud.

![Oracle Implementation Stack Diagram](image)

**Figure [4]: RMCMS technology architecture on public cloud**

As suggested in [17], for companies having data centers optimizing the usage of the current hardware using private cloud could be a natural direction to follow. Media industries with elaborate data centers can also opt for an organic adaptation of their existing systems into cloud, by using Oracle technologies. One alternative for this could be to use Oracle’s grid computing suite [15] beneath the software stack discussed above. Few other sample oracle stacks suggested in [17] and [18] can be customized as per the organizations requirements and features required to be incorporated for media industry as proposed here.
Adopting New Technology: WMSNs based Services

One of the multiple future opportunities that can be explored quickly and cost effectively using cloud environment setup would be of Multimedia Sensor Events as a Service. This is extension of the proposed SEaaS by authors in [10] that can be made available by using the Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs). WMSNs are networks of wirelessly interconnected devices that can retrieve multimedia content such as video and audio streams, still images, and scalar sensor data from the environment [8]. It is suggested by researchers that by improving the capabilities of current wireless sensor networks WMSNs will boost existing application and lead to several novel applications like: a) multimedia surveillance sensor networks to communicate, process and store data relevant from miniature video cameras installed in various key locations; b) traffic control systems to monitor car traffic and accordingly offer routing advices; etc [9]. Now as proposed in [10] various WMSNs deployed for such different applications can be brought under one roof as single virtual WMSN through cloud computing infrastructure. It can be exploited by News Company to offer live coverage on distinct topics, reducing the person decencies and delays to B2B as well as B2C services. Further the virtually unlimited cloud infrastructure available can be used to store and process the huge amount of data generated from vast sea of sensors. Thus integrating WMSNs with cloud will make it easy to share and analyze real sensor data or event as a service over internet.

Summary and Conclusion

Rich Media industry systems have the key requirement of managing huge content files and storing them for longer time. In addition, they need to enable the collaboration and personalization, B2B integration, supporting the workload variation with high performance to the end-customer. For successfully overcoming the challenges posed by above requirement, iterative cloud adoption is proposed here. In first iteration as the storage is moved to cloud environment, virtually infinite storage is available for large size and ever increasing media and personalization content. In next iteration, by introducing the HDFS, Map-reduce processor and distributed search engine, QoS requirements of performance, availability and reliability are achieved. Finally, in iteration 3, when complete web system is hosted in the cloud environment; it becomes highly performing, scalable, fault tolerant and available.

Additionally this paper describes how to set-up multi-media, news services exchange on the cloud for generating more business with available infrastructure and data. A futuristic perspective of providing Multi-media Sensor Event as a Service (MSEaaS) over cloud is introduced for News Media industry. They can collect and offer media news on fly to their customers and business partners using the available environment. As the organization doesn’t need to invest much in buying the new hardware, cost and risks involved in experimentation is less. Thus the solution comes at Low Cost, no CapEx worries, with little OpEx and Low Risk for new services and ideas implementation.
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